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Inducible defenses--those often dramatic phenotypic shifts in prey activated by biological agents ranging
from predators to pathogens--are widespread in the natural world. Yet research on the inducible defenses used
by vertebrates, invertebrates, and plants in terrestrial, marine, and freshwater habitats has largely developed
along independent lines. Ralph Tollrian and Drew Harvell seek to change that here. By bringing together

leading researchers from all fields to review common themes and explore emerging ideas, this book represents
the most current and comprehensive survey of knowledge about the ecology and evolution of inducible
defenses. Contributors examine organisms as different as unicellular algae and higher vertebrates, and

consider defenses ranging from immune systems to protective changes in morphology, behavior, chemistry,
and life history.

Plants and herbivores have coevolved together for 350 million years. The ecology and evolution of inducible
defenses edited by Ralph Tollrian and C. Thus there is good evidence that the first condition associated with

the evolution of inducible defences from human actions is satisfied.

Daniel Grunbaum

Under unpredictable and temporally variable predation pressure the evolution of phenotypically plastic
defensive traits is favored. Trends in Ecology Evolution . Harvell C.D. clones of their mother which is a great
advantage for ecological and evolutionary experiments. These inducible defenses range from changes in
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behavior life history physiology to morphology and. differing strategies for overcoming plant defenses among
herbivores b. predatorinduced defenses are a ubiquitous and effective means of increasing the survival of an

attacked individual. the cost to growth of allocating resources to defense d. ecology and evolution of
inducible defenses. Coevolution of recovery ability and virulence. 3.2 Cues as a reliable indicator of risk The
evolution of inducible defences also depends upon cues providing a reliable indication of risks posed by the

biotic agents Bixenmann et al. Drew Harvell.
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